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Introduction 
 

1. This note seeks the Board’s approval to implement a Euro-denominated money market 
investment option for the Staff Retirement Plan (SRP or “the Plan”) Cash Balance (CB) and 
Voluntary Savings (VS) Components.  This option is designed to assist staff in their financial 
planning and help reduce exchange rate risk for staff nearing retirement in the Euro-zone or in 
countries with currencies closely linked to the Euro.  The provision of this option will not 
materially affect the Bank’s contributions to the SRP, given the Plan’s ability to utilize 
investment options with similar returns.  The Human Resources Committee1 and the Executive 
Board2 previously endorsed this proposal, provided that the investment option is a Euribor-based 
index.  This note includes the requested change. 

2. For staff in the net plan, CB and VS investments are denominated in US dollars and the 
rate at which their CB and VS balances would be converted to Euros following distribution from 
the Plan is subject to change.  This exposes staff to potential exchange rate risk as they plan their 
retirement.  The Bank would address this risk by implementing a Euro money market investment 
in the SRP that is adjusted monthly to reflect both any investment return in a Euro-denominated 
index and the change in the Euro/U.S. dollar exchange rate for staff investments in the CB and 
VS components.   

Background 

3. On June 27, 2008, the Executive Directors approved modifications to the Staff 
Retirement Plan and Trust (R2008-0133).3  The paper sought approval in principle from the 
Board regarding the establishment of a new Euro money market index investment option in the 
CB and VS components of the SRP.  The Board was further informed on December 17, 2008 in 

                                                 
1  Human Resources Committee paper Pension Reform:  Modifications to the Staff Retirement Plan and Trust and 
Establishment of an Optional Defined Contribution Plan for Headquarters Staff (PC2008-0005) April 1, 2008. 
2  Board paper Modifications to the Staff Retirement Plan and Trust and Establishment of an Optional Defined 
Contribution Plan for Headquarters Staff (R2008-0133) was approved on a no objection basis June 27, 2008. 
3   Ibid. 
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subsequent amendments to the SRP (R2008-0267)4 that Management had arranged with the 
European Banking Federation and the financial reporting firm Thomson Reuters5 to organize 
calculation of the new Euro money market index.  Management promised to return to the Board 
with additional details on the investment option and to seek final approval of the necessary plan 
amendments.  

4. The net plan of the SRP currently offers a total of nine investment options, seven of 
which are offered in both the CB and VS components (see Annex I).  The eighth option in the 
CB component is the Real 3% option.  In the VS component, the eighth option is the Barclays 
Capital U.S. TIPS Index in lieu of the Real 3% option.  

5. In order to provide additional diversification for participants, the Bank has the option to 
amend the SRP to offer additional investment options.  The Bank’s policy has been to limit 
additional investment options to those that may be replicated in the market. This provides the 
Plan with the option of investing in assets that will provide returns that match the earnings in 
participants’ CB and VS accounts, in order to limit the Plan’s financial risk.   

6. The Plan maintains all CB and VS investment options in U.S. dollars.  Participants have 
been requesting an additional money market investment option in the CB and VS components 
that reduces their exposure to the U.S. dollar without taking on the level of market risk present in 
existing CB and VS investment options, such as the EAFE and emerging markets indices which 
are based on underlying securities denominated in non-U.S. dollar currencies.  
 
7. In order to allow participants to receive the return of a Euro-denominated investment, the 
Plan can offer an investment option that is adjusted monthly to reflect both any investment return 
in a Euro-denominated index and the change in the Euro/U.S. dollar exchange rate.  The Euro 
money market index is designed to assist in financial planning for country office participants in 
Euro countries, participants in countries where the currency is tied to the Euro, and for 
participants at headquarters or other country offices intending to retire in a country that has 
adopted the Euro or whose currency is more aligned with the Euro.  After the Euribor investment 
index is approved, as part of the communications, staff will be advised of the risk of loss or gain 
in U.S. dollar terms due to changes in currency exchange rates.  SRP participants and the Staff 
Association were informed that the Board approved in principle a new Euro money market index 
investment option in June 2008. 

                                                 
4   Board paper Amendments to Staff Retirement Plan and Supplemental Staff Retirement Plan (R2008-0267) was 
approved on a no-objection basis on December 30, 2008. 
5   Thomson-Reuters is the service provider responsible for computing and publishing the Euribor Investment Index. 
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New Investment Index 

8. Management recommends that in order to provide an additional diversification 
opportunity for staff, the Plan would offer participants a new investment option in the CB and 
VS components that would be based on the return from the Thomson Reuters 3 month Euribor 
Constant Maturity Total Return End-of-Month Index.  As the balance in the CB and VS accounts 
are maintained in U.S. dollars, in addition to the change in the Thomson Reuters 3 Month 
Euribor Constant Maturity Total Return End-of-Month Index, the balance in the investment 
option would be adjusted monthly for the change in exchange rate for the Euro versus the U.S. 
dollar.  This approach would give the effect of a money market investment denominated in 
Euros.  The BofA Merrill Lynch Spot Euro/U.S. Dollar Exchange Rate will be used to determine 
the currency exchange rate.  The change in the currency exchange rate is combined with the 
change in the Thomson Reuters 3 Month Euribor Constant Maturity Total Return End-of-Month 
Index to arrive at the total return.  The total return from this investment option will be referred to 
as the “3 Month Euribor Index.”  Annex II provides additional details on the 3 Month Euribor 
Index.  

9. Euribor (Euro Interbank Offered Rate) is the benchmark rate of the large Euro money 
market that has emerged since the establishment of the Euro in 1999.  Euribor is sponsored by 
the European Banking Federation (EBF), which represents the interests of some 5,000 European 
banks, and by the Financial Markets Association (ACI).  Euribor is the rate at which Euro 
interbank term deposits are offered by one prime bank to another prime bank within the 
European Monetary Unit (EMU) zone.6  “The choice of banks quoting for Euribor is based on 
market criteria.  These banks are of first class market standing and they have been selected to 
ensure that the diversity of the Euro money market is adequately reflected, thereby making 
Euribor an efficient and representative benchmark.”7 

Other Technical Amendments 

10. Additionally, a number of minor amendments are required to Schedule G of the Plan 
document to update changes in the official names of the indices in the CB and VS components of 
the Plan.  The Lehman Brother Government/Credit Index has become the Barclays Capital U.S. 
Government/Credit Index, the Lehman Brothers U.S. TIPS Index has become the Barclays 
Capital U.S. TIPS Index and the Merrill Lynch USD LIBOR 3 Month Constant Maturity Index 
has become the BofA Merrill Lynch USD LIBOR 3 Month Constant Maturity Index.  The 
proposed plan amendment revising Schedule G reflects the name changes in the three indices 
(Annex III).    

                                                 
6   “Euribor the Benchmark Rate of the Euro money market" About Euribor, 
http://www.Euribor.org/html/content/euribor_about.html , August 2009.  For additional information on the Euribor, 
please refer to the Euribor website www.Euribor.org  
7   Ibid. 
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Cost/Budget Implications 

11. The Bank will not bear any material financial risk from adding the 3 Month Euribor 
Index as SRP assets can be invested in instruments with returns that approximate the 3 Month 
Euribor Index in the financial markets.  The incremental administration costs for adding the 3 
Month Euribor Index are minimal and will be absorbed within the existing SRP budget.  
Accordingly, this new investment option will not change Plan funding requirements as providing 
the increased diversification/financial planning option for plan participants does not require any 
increase in the Bank’s contributions to the Plan. 

Recommendation 

12. I recommend that the Executive Directors approve the SRP amendment attached at 
Annex III, effective March 1, 2010, and authorize management to take the necessary measures to 
implement the amendment.  The amendment adds the 3 Month Euribor Index as a Cash Balance 
and Voluntary Savings investment option. 

 
 
 
 

Robert B.  Zoellick 
President 

 
 
 
 
 

by Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala 
Managing Director 

 
 
 

 



 
 

Annex I 
 

Staff Retirement Plan Current Investment Options for Net Plan Participants 

The retirement benefits under the Net Plan are based on a combination of a traditional defined 
benefit component and a cash balance component.  The defined benefit component is based on 
the years of service and highest three-year average net salary.  

The net plan currently offers nine investment options, eight in the CB component, which 
includes the Real 3% option, and eight in the VS component which substitutes the Barclays 
Capital U.S. Tips Index8 for the Real 3% option.  Each of the nine net plan investment options 
listed below offer a different degree of risk: 

 

Inflation Protected Indices 

Real 3%  

The Real 3% option is only available in the CB component.  The Real 3% option gives a return 
of 3 percent above the inflation rate as defined by the United States Consumer Price Index for 
All Urban Consumers, U.S. City Averages, as published by the U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Statistics.9  There are no management fees deducted.   

Barclays Capital U.S. TIPS Index10  
This option is offered only in the VS component in lieu of the Real 3%.  The Barclays Capital 
U.S. TIPS Index seeks results that correspond generally to the price and yield performance of 
the inflation-protected sector of the United States Treasury market as defined by the Barclays 
Capital U.S. TIPS Index.  The Index measures the performance of the inflation-protected 
public obligations of the United States Treasury.  The Index includes all publicly issued United 
States Treasury inflation-protected securities that have at least one year remaining to maturity, 
are rated investment grade and have $250 million or more of outstanding face value.  In 
addition, the securities must be denominated in United States dollars, and must be fixed rate 
and non-convertible.  The Index is market capitalization weighted and the securities in the 
Index are updated on the last calendar day of each month.  The management fee is 10 basis 
points annually. 

Cash and Equivalent Index 

BofA Merrill Lynch USD LIBOR 3 Month Constant Maturity Index 

The BofA Merrill Lynch USD LIBOR 3 Month Constant Maturity Index is a U.S. dollar based 
money market index to provide exposure to cash equivalents with low risk.  This index is an 
unmanaged index of 3 month constant maturity dollar-denominated deposits derived from 
interest rates on the most recent available dollar-denominated deposits.  The management fee 
is 5 basis points annually. 

                                                 
8   Formerly the Lehman Brothers U.S. TIPS Index 
9   The deemed rate of return for this investment option will be applied during the index year, which is the one year 
period commencing on May 1st, and is based on the March to March yearly U.S. CPI Index. 
10   See footnote 8. 



 

 

Fixed Income Indices 

JPMorgan Emerging Market Bond Index Plus (EMBI+) 

The JP Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index Plus (EMBI+) provides exposure to emerging 
market bonds.  The instruments include Brady bonds, loans and Eurobonds, as well as U.S. 
dollar-denominated external debt instruments.  There are currently 90 instruments representing 
19 countries.  The management fee is 15 basis points annually. 

Barclays Capital U.S. Government/Credit Index11  

The Bond option gives a rate of return corresponding to that of the Barclays Capital U.S. 
Government /Credit Index, which is generally representative of intermediate and long-term 
government and investment grade corporate debt securities, adjusted for investment 
management fees.  The management fee is 10 basis points annually. 

 

Equity Indices 

MSCI EAFE Index  

The EAFE investment option gives a rate of return corresponding to that of the MSCI EAFE 
Index, which is based on stocks in Europe, Australia, and the Far East, adjusted for investment 
management fees.  The management fee is 10 basis points annually. 

MSCI Emerging Market Index  

The MSCI Emerging Market investment option is a free float-adjusted market capitalization 
index that is designed to measure equity market performance in the global emerging markets.  
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index currently consists of the following 22 emerging market 
country indices: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Hungary, India, 
Indonesia, Israel, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South 
Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, and Turkey.  Country representation can change, however, as the 
index is periodically rebalanced.  The management fee is 20 basis points annually. 

Russell 2000 Index 

The Russell 2000 investment option provides exposure to small capitalization stocks in the 
U.S. equity market.  The index includes the 2000 smallest companies of the Russell 3000 
index.  The Russell 2000 is quite diversified; however, the index is more volatile than the 
indices that represent large cap companies.  The management fee is 10 basis points annually. 

S&P 500 Index 

The S&P 500 investment option gives a rate of return corresponding to that of the S&P 500 
Index, which is a broad measure of U.S. stock market performance, adjusted for investment 
management fees.  The management fee is 4 basis points annually. 

                                                 
11   Formerly the Lehman Brothers Government/Corporate Bond Index. 



 
 

Annex II 

 
3 Month Euribor Index 
 
The 3 Month Euribor index provides exposure to a money market return with lower risk 
than equity and bond options for staff intending to retire in the Euro zone.  Since the Cash 
Balance and Voluntary Savings components will continue to be maintained in U.S. 
dollars, this investment option combines a 3 month Euribor deposit rate with the change 
in the Euro vs U.S. dollar exchange rate to give the effect of a money market investment 
denominated in Euros. 
 
Effectively, this investment option comprises both a money market component which 
provides investors the return of the Thomson Reuters 3 Month Euribor Constant Maturity 
Total Return End-of-Month Index and a currency component which translates the Euro 
money market return to U.S. dollars return using the BofA Merrill Lynch Spot Euro/U.S. 
Dollar Exchange rate: 
 
Money Market Component 

 
The Thomson Reuters 3 Month Euribor Constant Maturity Total Return End-of-Month 
Index mimics the position of an investor buying at par, on every target business day, a   
90 day/360 deposit paying an interest equal to the then current 3 month fixing and selling 
it, on the following target business day, at a yield equal to the Euribor fixing applicable to 
this following target business day. This index, therefore, will always have a constant 
maturity of 3 months.12 
 
Currency Component 
 
For a U.S. based investor, a significant component of the return in this index may result 
from changes in the value of the Euro relative to the U.S. dollar based on the BofA 
Merrill Lynch Spot Euro/U.S. Dollar Exchange Rate.  The change in the currency 
exchange rate is combined with the change in the Thomson Reuters 3 Month Euribor 
Constant Maturity Total Return End-of-Month Index to arrive at the total return. 
 
The option is intended to allow for more stable capital accumulation in Euro, and its U.S 
dollar equivalent based on spot U.S. dollar/Euro exchange rates.  Thus, if the Euro 
appreciates against the US dollar, the currency component will increase the total return as 
measured in U.S dollars.   Conversely, if the Euro depreciates against the US dollar, the 
currency component will reduce the total return as measured in US dollars.     

                                                 
12  The 3 month Euribor Constant Maturity Total Return Index as defined by the French Bond Association.  Natixis 
newsletter, June 10, 2008. 



 
 

 
Annex III 

 
 

SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE STAFF RETIREMENT PLAN AND TRUST 
AS AMENDED AND RESTATED ON JANUARY 1, 2008 

 
 The Staff Retirement Plan and Trust of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development, as amended and restated effective January 1, 2008, and as amended subsequently 
effective January 1, 2009, shall be further amended effective March 1, 2010 as follows: 
 
Schedule G of the Plan shall be amended in its entirety to read as follows: 

 
Schedule G 

 
Net Plan – Investment Indices for Cash Balance and Voluntary Savings Benefits 

 
This Schedule G, as am ended, is effective for Deemed Earnings credited under Article 3A 
on or after March 1, 2010: 
 
1.    Indices for Cash Balance Accounts and/or Voluntary Savings Accounts.       
The following indices may be selected by par ticipants for determining the Deemed Rate 
of Return for Cash Balances Accounts and/or Voluntary Savings Accounts: 

 
(A)  S&P 500.  The Dee med Ra te of Return for this index for a given calendar 
month shall be the percenta ge change in the Standard  and Poor’s (S&P) 500 Total  
Returns Ind ex for that month.  The Deem ed Earnings for each m onth shall be 
reduced by an am ount equal to 1/ 30,000 of the value of the Account, or portion 
thereof, to which this Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies.   
 
(B)  EAFE.  The Dee med Rate of Return for this index for a given calendar m onth 
shall be the percen tage change in the unit value of the Morgan Stanley Capital 
International Europe Austra lia Far E ast (MSCI EAFE), Standard Index  (Gross)  for 
that month.  The Deem ed Earnings for ea ch month shall be reduced by 1/ 12,000 of 
the value of the Account, or portion thereof, to which this Deemed Rate of Return for 
that month applies. 
 
(C)  Government/Corporate Bond.  The Deemed Rate of Return for this index for a 
given calendar month shall be the percentage change in the unit value of the Barclays 
Capital U.S.  Governm ent/Credit In dex f or that m onth.  The Deem ed Earnings for 
each month shall be reduced by 1/ 12,000 of  the value of the Account, or portion  
thereof, to which this Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies.  
 
(D)  Russell 2000.  The Deem ed Rate of Return fo r this index for a given calendar 
month shall be the percentage change in the unit value of the Russell 2000 Total 
Returns Index for that month.  The Dee med Earnings for each m onth shall be 



 

reduced by 1 / 12,000 of the valu e of the Account, or portion thereof, to which this 
Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies.  
 
(E)  MSCI Emerging Market Index.  The Deemed Rate of Return for this index for 
a given calendar month shall be the percentage change in the unit value of the MSCI 
Emerging Market Standard Index (Gross) fo r that month.  The Deemed Earnings for 
each m onth shall be reduced by 1/ 6,000 of the value of the Account,  or portion 
thereof, to which this Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies.  
 
(F)  JP Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index Plus (EMBI+).  The Deemed Rate 
of Return for this index for a given calenda r month shall be the percentage change in 
the unit value of the JP Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index Plus (EMBI+) for that 
month.  The Deem ed Earnings for each m onth shall be reduced by 1/ 8,000 of the 
value of the Account, or portion thereof, to  which this Deem ed Rate of Return for 
that month applies.  
 
(G)  BofA Merrill Lynch USD LIBOR 3 Month Constant Maturity Index.  The  
Deemed Rate of  Return f or this index for a given calendar m onth shall be the 
percentage change in the unit value of the B ofA Merrill Lynch USD LIBOR 3 
Month Constant Maturity Index for that month.  The Deem ed Earnings for each 
month shall be reduced by 1/ 24,000 of the value of the A ccount, or portion thereof, 
to which this Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies.  
 
(H)  3 Month Euribor Index.  The Deemed Rate of Return for this Index for a given 
calendar month shall be the percentage cha nge in that m onth in the product of the 
following: (i) the unit value of the Thom son Reuters 3 Month Euribor Constant 
Maturity Total Return End-of-Month Index and (ii) the BofA Merrill Lynch Spot 
Euro/U.S. Dollar Exchange Rate.  The Deem ed Earnings for each month shall be 
reduced by 1/ 24,000 of the value of the Acco unt, or portion thereof, to which this 
Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies. 
 
 

2. Index for Cash Balance Account Only.  The following index m ay be selected by 
participants for determining the Deemed Rate of Return for Cash Balance Accounts only: 

 
Real 3%.  The Deem ed Rate of  Return f or th is index shall be applied during an 
Index Year, which is a period of one year  commencing on May 1 in a given calendar 
year and concluding on April 30 of the ne xt following calendar year.  The Dee med 
Rate of Return for any Index Year sha ll be one-twelf th of  the sum of (i) th e 
percentage change in the Cost-of-Living Index defined in subparagraph 7A.1(d)(i), 
during the p receding Index Year, b ut not less than negative three percent, and (ii) 
three percent.   

 
 



 

3. Index for Voluntary Savings Accounts Only.  The following index m ay be 
selected by participants for determining the Deemed Rate of Return for Voluntary S avings 
Accounts only: 

 
Barclays Capital U.S. TIPS Index.  The Deemed Rate of Return for this index for a 
given calendar month shall be the percentage change in the unit value of the Barclays 
Capital U.S. TIPS Index for that month.  The Deemed Earnings for each month shall 
be reduced by 1/ 12,000 of the value of the Account, or portion thereof, to which this 
Deemed Rate of Return for that month applies  
 

4. For purposes of this Schedule G, the perc entage change of an index for a given 
month shall equal 100 tim es the sum of (a) the index on the la st day of the m onth divided 
by the index on the last day of the preceding month, and (b) minus 1. 
 
5. In the  even t that the  na me of  any of  the indic es iden tified in th is Sch edule G is 
changed by  the en tity m aintaining s uch index  or by its  suc cessor, the  r eference to such 
index in this Schedule G shall be deem ed to refer to the new name of the index until this 
Schedule G is subsequently amended. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


